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ERIC MYERS  

 

THERE is one key question facing modern jazz musicians whose  music reflects 

contemporary developments in the art form. Can they devise musical forms that do not betray 

their creative integrity, yet enable them to reach a wider audience, especially among the 

young?  

 

Pianist Mike Nock has gone a long way towards solving this dilemma. From the evidence of 

this first performance — before a substantial audience — of his quartet, New Electric Band, 

he now has an impressive repertoire of compositions which should deliver him a strong 

following, if his quartet can continue performing.  
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The names of Nock’s compositions — Slum Goddess, Bastille Day, Child’s Play, Exile, 

Outcasts, Ancient Futures, Paradox, and so on — tell us little about the music itself. What is 

important is that, within these compositions, Nock has devised music which uses many of the 

conventions of jazz/rock fusion but which largely retains the flexibility and improvisational 

flair of acoustic jazz. 

 

Not least of Nock’s achievements has been the formation of a very strong quartet, and 

moulding the playing of three outstanding young musicians who perform his music with 

brilliance and sensitivity: Craig Walters (saxophones), Gary Holgate (bass) and John Bartram 

(drums). 

 

 
 

The saxophonist Craig Walters: performing Mike Nock’s music with brilliance and 

sensitivity…PHOTO CREDIT JOE GLAYSHER 

 

Nock’s basic instrument remains the acoustic piano. He has also added two keyboard 

synthesisers which he uses in various ways: for example, to provide a lush orchestral sound 

when the quartet states a theme; to provide a pre-recorded rhythmic pattern which underpins 

a melody; and occasionally he solos on them. 

 

But, unlike many fusion outfits in the past, Nock does not allow the electronics to overwhelm 

the music, to become an end in itself. The synthesisers are used judiciously, to add colours 

and spice to the music, but the dominant harmonic colour in the rhythm section is that of the 

acoustic piano. 

 

Jazz/rock fusion emerged in the late 1960s and early 1970s partly as an attempt to create 

music that a younger audience, brought up on rock, could relate to. Much of it reached a 

dead-end, evaporating either into endlessly joyous Latin music, or into turgid rhythms set up 

by rock drummers who had little knowledge of the jazz tradition. 

 

While some would still consider Mike Nock’s music fusion, for want of a better term - it will 

appeal to many who like jazz with a rock feel - it is a fusion which is still informed by the 

jazz tradition. It is a fine line to walk, but Nock brings it off with flair. 
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It is unusual that such a distinguished quartet as Bernie McGann’s should be a support band, 

but this was the case on the first night of this event, entitled Contemporary Music Festival.. 

McGann (alto saxophone) and his colleagues - Bob Gebert (piano),  Jonathan Zwartz (bass) 

and John Pochée (drums) – produced one set of music that was rehearsed, passionate and 

played with withering brilliance. It was marred only by a piano sound which, in places, was 

over-amplified. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Mike Nock’s New Electric Band performs again at The Basement tonight, supported by 

Stepping Out, led by guitarist Steve McKenna.  
 

 

 


